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DON 'T  LET  YOUR  GUARD  DOWN

During the lazy days of summer, don't let your guard

down. A very old expression, it means to relax your

defensive posture, which would leave you vulnerable

to attack. We've learned from recent events that

attackers are still working as hard as ever and not

breaking a sweat. Early in the year predictions

suggested several risks that we still need to be aware

of, and staying ahead of these risks is more

important than ever. 

1.  Hackers don't need experience. There are a variety

of tools readily available to anyone who wants them.

Whether someone is disgruntled, a career criminal or

just wants to “try it out,” hacking tools are a simple

way for them to make their mark and cost

companies and individuals millions. 

 

2.  Third-party vendors often do not have the same

level of security built into their systems. Until

companies implement third-party risk management

programs and require their third-party partners to

meet the same level of security, the risk of exposure

to threats remains high.

3.  Mobile Security has yet to reach the

same levels as those of a desktop.

Malware designed to specifically target

mobile devices will continue to increase,

requiring a more proactive approach to

mobile device security.  

 

4.  Ransomware of Things (RoT) is the

attack against IoT (Internet of Things). This

concern focuses on the ability of

cybercriminals to hijack a connected

device, such as surveillance cameras, and

demand a ransom before they will return

access to the rightful user. Unfortunately,

little has been done on a large scale to

deter RoT. It is up to you to adequately

protect all devices that may be connected

to your network.
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Meet Kim's Family!  She and
her husband Dave have 2
daughters ~Sam & Mell. Sam
will be Junior at Ole Miss and
Mell will be a Freshman at
Auburn in the fall.   Her
Favorite restaurant is Ragtime
Cafe and her favorite movie is
Sweet Home Alabama! 
Thanks Kim for all you do for
our team and clients!  
 

5.  Healthcare is still high on the cyber-

criminal's radar and new technology opens

alternative doors for malicious activity.

Security programs that are not adequately

implemented are unreliable and highly

vulnerable. Detailed assessments, regular

backups and a greater awareness of

vulnerabilities are more critical than ever. 

7.  Attackers will grow bolder and smarter as they

become more organized and commercialized. Their

organization is already becoming evident with

fraudulent call centers and dating sites. They will set

up a base of operation in countries where cybercrime

isn’t held in high regard, leaving their victim minimal 

legal recourse or any way to prosecute. Their ability to

write targeted code will improve at a rate greater

than defending companies can get ahead of it. 

 

8.  Breaches are becoming more complex as

cybercriminals grow their activities using ransomware

in more devious ways. Many security tools currently in

use do not have the capability to look for anomalous

behavior that will help them identify indicators of

attack. The inability to quickly identify malicious

activity can have a negative impact on your security

posture. 

6.  Vulnerabilities are one of the ways

cybercriminals exploit security barriers. While

overall instances of vulnerability attacks are

decreasing, the number of “critical”

vulnerabilities are increasing. You need a

patch management program to ensure your

infrastructure is kept up to date,  

Maintaining an awareness of current cyber threats and staying up to date on emerging

concerns can be a daunting task. ACCi provides the protection you need to keep your

systems safe and attack-ready.   For more information, please call:  205-987-8711
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Kim Kleman is ACCi's
Controller and wears
several hats accomplishing
her many tasks!  She has
been with ACCi for 2 years.
 She is awesome at her job
and enjoys all things
business -  She handles the
monthly financial activities,
payroll, and creating the
analysis reports for the
Management Team. 

Kim also handles the on-
boarding of new
employees, administers
employee benefits, and
addresses employee
concerns.  She also does
a great job handling the
purchasing aspects for our
clients. She gives 110%
as she pays exceptional
attention to detail.  We can
always count on her to do
an excellent job! 

EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT! 
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We all want to stay connected all
the time—whether it is to check
up on loved ones, post (and stalk)
on social media, have instant
access to information or reply to
those odd, late night, urgent work
emails. 
No wonder that the Bringing Your
Own Device (BYOD) to work
trend has caught up among
companies, where employers
encourage (and sometimes ask)
their employees to use their
personal phones for and at the
workplace. 
Having access to work contacts
and work emails on your personal
device is a great convenience, no
doubt. However, that old saying of
never mixing business with
pleasure holds true in the context
of smartphones. 
BYOD has many unforeseen
consequences ranging from mild
cases of distraction to breaking
the law.

DISTRACTION:  
Smartphones make information
available at your fingertips,
anywhere, anytime. However,
they are also an irresistible
source of distraction while at
work. 
Group texts, Twitter feed,
Facebook messenger,
Instagram and Snapchat stories
are just a few examples of 3-
second phone check gone
wrong. 
Arguably, the biggest
disadvantage of (owning and)
using a smartphone at work is
the amount of time it allows you
to waste. The best way to resist
the temptation of extra screen-
time is to put your phone on
silent and only allowing yourself
to check your phone every time
you finish a task.   
 
PRIVACY:  
By connecting your phone to
your office’s WiFi, you are
automatically opening yourself
to at least some sort of
monitoring—your browser
history, personal emails, and,
even public social media posts
can be accessible to your
company.

Any email, text message, or
other electronic
communication you send via
your employer’s networks,
depending on their security
levels, can be viewed by your
employer. So using certain
keywords can activate the
software leading your IT
department to look into your
communication. Therefore,
makes sure you send any
sensitive, personal messages
from our own device- only
after disconnecting from the
company’s server. 
 
LEGAL LIABILITY:   
Exchanging sensitive content,
using confidential information,
or forwarding some files from
your work email to your
personal account can land you
into big trouble.  Before you
decide to set up your work
email on your personal phone,
make sure you read and
understand your employer’s
policies. Do not download
company data on your
personal device without
permission. 
 
And finally, always remember
that emails, text messages,
and any other electronic
documents can live forever,
even after you delete them. 

Staying Connected
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How many times have you clicked on
“Install Later” or the “Remind Me
Tomorrow” button? Have you enabled
that setting that basically amounts to:
“Never ever remind me to update this
@#!% thing again!”? I get it. I’ve been
there. We’ve all been there, but we
shouldn’t.  
 
There are a lot of things that require
patching and for almost as many different
reasons. Windows, your iPhone,
Microsoft Office, Java, switches, the
toaster, firewalls, and many other things
in the business environment. New
vulnerabilities and bugs are discovered
for these devices each day. They can
range from tiny annoyances to large and
gaping holes in your security. You may
lose that spreadsheet you just spent the
last few hours getting the formatting just
right – or – all of the files on your server
might be captured by ransomware. In that
case, you could find yourself paying a
ransom of thousands of dollars just for
the privilege of keeping your doors open.
Or maybe the firmware wasn’t updated
on your firewall, allowing an attacker to
walk right in the front door. 
 
 
 
 

I say all of this not to cause alarm, but to stress just
how important it is to keep your IT infrastructure
current and healthy. Installing every update the
instant it becomes available isn’t the answer either,
though. Sometimes, these well-intended patches
can wreak havoc upon the same systems they were
meant to protect. And exactly how do you keep up
with installing patches once you decide to do it?
You might vigilantly keep your workstation current,
but what about the other devices in your
organization? Are you sure that Steve is installing
updates in between his sixth cup of coffee and third
trip to the bathroom? 
 
This is the part where the sales-pitch comes in.
(C’mon you knew there was a sales-pitch) ACCi
provides patch management as part of our Cover-IT
offering. Not only do we ensure that updates are
installed, but they are vetted and delayed as
needed to allow for your environment to be as
stable as possible. These aren’t just workstation
updates either; we’ll work to protect your server,
firewall, switches, and other networked components
– WiFi enabled toasters excluded. 
 
Updating devices can be a tricky and problematic
process. As painful as it may sometimes be, the
benefits far outweigh the costs. And ACCi can help
ease the pain and answer any questions you may
have. 

 
Please Wait While We Install a System Update 

By: T.K Garrett 
Systems Engineer with ACCi

T.K. has been with ACCi for three 
years as a Systems Engineer. He and 
his wife are avid campers and enjoy 
travelling as often as possible.
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